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CUSTOM MADE CURTAINS
E V E R Y  T H I N G  Y O U  N E E D  T O  K N O W  |  N O T  M U C H  R E A L L Y

Do It Your Self - Fast Easy Save

Choose the style of curtain you would like. 

Eyelet and Reverse Tab styles are for rods. 

Pinch Pleat (pleats sewn into the top) and Pencil Pleat (gather style) are for

Tracks or Rods with large metal rings.

 

Measure Your Height:
Measure from the top of the track or rod down to where you want the curtain to

stop. It does not matter what type of rod or track you have always measure

from the top. Its ok if you havn't installed it yet. 

Measure your width:
Measure from the end of the rod to the other. Do not include the finials (end

balls) For a track measure from one end to the other. If the track bends back to

the wall measure this also. If the track has a little arm in the middle that pulls one

curtain in front of the other when the curtains are closed measure this also.

 

TIP: Your curtains will be made to fit your rod or track. Do not give us the finished

size of the curtain.

 

THE MEASUREMENTS YOU
NEED:
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Order Free Samples

It is always hard to see what a colour really looks

like from a photo so we suggest ordering some

fabric samples.

 

TIP: If you want to see how much light the fabric

blocks out turn the torch on your phone on and hold

it directly against the back of the fabric. This will

give you an idea. No natural light will be anywhere

near this direct. So a tiny bit coming through will be

almost complete blockout.

When selecting the colour for your curtains keep it

simple.

Neutral colours will always stand the test of time.

Colours come and go. If you stick with a neutral

colour you can always add a coloured cushion or

throw to keep your decor fresh and up to date.

 

It is easy to get caught up in making sure the

colour matches your walls or duvet cover perfectly

or your carpet. But in reality this is not true. Matchy

Matchy will not make your day any more exciting. It

will only cause you stress trying to find the perfect

colour.

 

Matchy Matchy is for Kath and Kim!

 

TIP: You can make any neutral work with any

neutral. So give your brain a breather and pick one

you like and throw away matchy matchy. It is over

rated.
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Fabric Features

Use the nifty features guide above to give you an

understanding of how your selection will perform.

Each of the products online feature one of the

above. You will find which one your fabric selection

is in the images associated with the product you

have selected on our website
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FAQ
T H E  I M P O R T A N T  S T U F F

Delivery Time

Your curtains will be delivered directly to your door from our stitching factory.

They will be pressed before they leave our factory.  Whilst we try to deliver them

un-creased, they have been packaged in a box. You will need to give them an

iron if your on the fussy side! Most creases fall out over a couple of weeks.

GOT A QUESTION?

 

Shipping Cost

To make it easy to calculate it's $9.95 per window delivered to your door. 

Your curtains will be left in a safe place if there is a spot to leave them otherwise

a card will be left.  You will be emailed a tracking number so you know when

they will arrive.

What if I don't like the quality?

If you don't like the quality of our sewing we will re make them for you. It hasn't

happened before but there is always a first time. 


